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Thanks to the efforts of many, and in particular Laura Quinn (pictured left) and Robert Gintel (pictured
right), the Wild Bird Center comes home to roost. See article on page 8.
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Editorial: Take Time to Help Others
Our generous community is hosting
several benefits in the coming weeks.
Please take time to participate and help
members of our community who have
suffered great losses.
There will be a Celebration of Life and
benefit for the families of Steve-o
DeAtley and Jim Falconer, two local
entertainers that were killed in a car
accident on July 25th. The benefit will be
at Coconut's Sunday August 8 with live
music beginning at noon. There will be
raffles and food, and all proceeds will go
to pay for the funeral expenses of these
fine young men who were taken from us
way too soon. For more information contact
Murray at Coconuts 305-453-9794.
On September 12 there will be a
benefit for the family of Deputy Misty
Powers at the American Legion Post 333 in

Key Largo. This event is sponsored by the
American Legion, VFW, Coconut Telegraph,
WORZ Ocean Reef Radio and Coral
Financial Jewelry and Pawn. Deputy Powers
was killed in a car accident in June and
leaves behind her husband and two young
children. This is an open invitation to all
Police Departments, Fire Departments and
EMT's, etc. So many times we say to
ourselves "I just wish I could do
something”. Well now is your chance. This
is also a way to bring the community
together in a cathartic way to heal our
spirit as well as pay our respects for our
lost Deputy. We hope to bring together all
the people that put their life on the line
working 12-hour days, everyday for us. For
more information on this contact Tammy
Patten, Key Largo Realty, 305-395-2062
or myself at 305-304-2837.

The Coconut Telegraph and WORZ
Radio will be having the second annual
"Party for the Pantry", a benefit for the
Burton Memorial Church Food Pantry. This
year we are proud to say it will be at
Jimmy Johnson's Big Chill on Sunday,
November 14 and will be bigger and better
than ever!
I would like to thank the local
merchants that so generously donate to
these events and the proprietors of the
venues where we hold them. For instance,
the Caribbean Club has donated to more
benefits then I can shake a stick at and
when you have a benefit there they donate
back a portion of their profits. The list is
long... Please take a moment sometime soon
to thank these people for their generous
contributions to the community.

Disclaimer
The Coconut Telegraph C 2006 is published monthly by Prestige Publishing, INC. All rights reserved.
No part of this publication may be reproduced without written consent of the publisher. The Coconut Telegraph
welcomes written articles, photos, and artwork of local interest to be used and/or edited at the discretion of

the publisher. The Coconut Telegraph assumes in good faith that all editorial and advertising material
submitted are the original property of the advertiser. The Coconut Telegraph may not be held responsible for
errors, omissions, or for circumstances beyond our control that may affect the distribution schedule.

The Energizer Bunny and Rocket
Allan Truesdell is an
entertainer in the true sense
of the word. He is as much a
joy to listen to as he is to
watch and his high energy is
downright contagious. His
playing style
can go from
fingerstyle to
flat-picking
and he plays
everything
from old
country to
modern rock.
It’s
Thursday
night at the
Big Chill,
happy hour is
almost over
when
Truesdell gets
up to play and
then things
start hopping. People of all
ages are either riveted to
their seats in awe of this
fabulous entertainer or
whooping it up on the dance
floor as Truesdell moves
around the tiki bar, behind
the bar, and even jumps up
on the outdoor furniture
while never missing a beat

and barefoot the entire
time! What amazes me is
how he manages to do 7 to 8
shows a week.
Truesdell is originally
from upstate New York. He
worked his way
through school
playing the
guitar and
entertaining
while he
studied
computer
science. Even
though he is a
high tech
brainiac his
friends
convinced him
that he was a
much nicer
person with a
guitar in his
hands, so he
resigned as V.P. of a
technology company he had
been with for 8 years and
went back to music full time.
The most frightening thing
in the world for a singer is
throat surgery and that is
what he was told he
needed in 2008. It took
Continued on page5...
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St. James Children Ride for Bike Safety Awareness

For more than 15 years, Sue
Ellen Bennett, Director of the
St. James Children's Center in
Islamorada has included the
Trike-A-Thon Bike Safety
program into the summer
activities. Sponsored by St.
Jude Children's Research
Hospital, the Trike-A-Thon is a
special program developed for
early childhood educators and
childcare centers to teach
children riding safety tips
while helping to continue St.
Jude's efforts of eradicating
childhood catastrophic
diseases. "What started as a
fun educational event has
become a staple of the summer
program. We have children
return summer after summer
just for the Bike a Thon - they
really love it and look forward
to it," said Sue Ellen Bennett
about the program's popularity.
The program is a week-long

activity involving young
children, their parents and
teachers. Trike-A-Thon
introduces key concepts of
riding safety, and concludes
with a fun-filled event where
the participants bring their
riding toys from home and
show off the skills they have
learned. In addition to learning
how to stay safe, the children
also learn about helping others
through gaining sponsorship
from friends and family for St.
Jude. This year's pledge
money is still coming in, but
over the last 15 years, St.
James Trike-A-Thon has raised
$17,255 for St. Jude's
Hospital.
"People don't believe me
when I say these children ride
at least 50 laps each!" On the
Friday of the Bike Safety
Awareness week, the children
bring their own bikes and

helmets to St. James. Indeed
parents arrived to find a
veritable parking lot of
bicycles and tricycles on the
front porch of the Children's
Center. "For some children,
that's enough. For others, it's
just the beginning. Some will
ride non-stop for hours if you
let them."
St. James Dad and Monroe
County officer Matt Koval
brought his Police Bike and
talked to the children about
the tools on his bike and the
importance of bike and road
rules for safety. St. James
Mom Stephanie Scuderi
coordinated with Brenda
Denson from the Monroe
County Health Department, to
bring the benefit of the
County's Free Helmet program
to the St. James summer kids.
Brenda arrived Friday morning
with 25 new helmets and a few

hours of time to properly fit
each student. "I saw the
Health Department at the
Healthy Kids Day a few months
ago at the Key Largo park giving away free helmets as
part of a county grant
program," said Stephanie
Scuderi. "I thought, what
better timing to make sure
every child has a strong and
properly fit helmet, courtesy
of Monroe County? We're
really grateful to Brenda and
the Monroe County Health
Department for participating in
the St. James 2010 Trike A
Thon." In addition to the
helmets, the children also
received a Centennial Bank
goodie bag with stickers and a
piggy bank.
The Trike a Thon program
is sponsored by the National
Association for the Education
of Young Children (NAEYC),

St. James children line up with their bikes for bike safety awareness.

the world's largest early
childhood education
association. NAEYC currently
has more than 100,000
members and a network of
nearly 450 local, state and
regional affiliates. Over 8,600
preschools and daycare centers
across America participate in

the Trike-A-Thon program.
Their efforts contribute more
than $7.7 million to St. Jude
every year. "St. Jude Trike-AThons are a remarkable
learning experience for young
children," said David L. McKee,
chief operating officer of
ALSAC, the fundraising

Ali Beth Wilson, who celebrated her 3rd birthday the
day of the Trike-A-Thon, received a new pink helmet,
from the Monroe County Health Department.

organization for St. Jude
Children's Research Hospital.
"The program is a wonderful
way to teach bike safety, while
also instilling in children the
important lesson of helping
others." For more information
about coordinating or
participating in the Trike-A-

Thon program, please call 1800-626-BIKE (2453). For
more information on the free
helmet program, please call the
Monroe County Health
Department at 853-3240. For
more information about St.
James Children Center, please
call 305.852.2161.

Allan Truesdell
...continued from page 3.
Truesdell nearly 2 years to
fully recover but he is back
in full swing with his hectic
schedule playing public
venues and private
parties. You can find
him at Gilbert's,
Sharkey's, the Big
Chill, The Mutineer
in Florida City, Key
Largo Hilton
and
Rumrunners in
Islamorada.
While you
are catching
the show you
may want to
meet
Truesdell’s 2
1/2 year old
dog Rocket, a
Czechoslovakian

shepherd that is smarter
than a lot of people I know.
Although Truesdell has not
yet begun to give Rocket
guitar lessons he has
managed to teach him
how to use a urinal.
Truesdell is proudly
involved with animal
rescues and rarely goes
anywhere without Rocket.
For more information on
Truesdell’s schedule
go to
www.allanspage.com
or call 305-8960574 to book your
party. Truesdell
has graciously
volunteered to play
for the benefit for
Deputy Power's
family.
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Centennial Bank Sponsors
YMCA Annual Parade Run

Derek Wellin, Max Jones and Pierre-Marc Bellion…third, first and
second place winners of the YMCA Parade 5K Independence Day Run.

With more than 30 runners, the Key Largo YMCA Stay Ahead
of the Parade 5K Independence Day Run doubled in size from last
year’s event. Max Jones took first place with a time of 19:40.
Second place went to Pierre-Marc Bellion (20:48 time) and Derek
Wellin (22:16 time) took third. For the second year, Centennial
Bank sponsored the race and the mid-point water station.

Friends Show Support

Judge Ptomey (middle) and friends.
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Florida Keys Wild Bird Center Comes Home To Roost
‘It’s our bird center now.’

On July 19 ownership of
the Florida Keys Wild Bird
Center changed hands thanks
to the generosity of its cochairman, Ocean Reef member
Robert Gintel, whose family
foundation made a $700,000
charitable contribution to the
bird center. This donation
enabled the FKWBC to
purchase the property, which
it had previously leased, from
prior owner and founder, Laura
Quinn enabling her to pay off
the $500,000 reverse
mortgage that had
encumbered the property.
“Now this potentially
valuable piece of property can
remain a bird center in
perpetuity for the benefit of
the residents, tourists, local
business community, 14, 000
guests who visit our birds
every year, and the 700 birds
that are rescued and
rehabilitated annually,” says
Mr. Gintel. “As part of the
package, Laura Quinn will
continue to reside on the
premises, among the flocks of
birds that she loves so dearly.
Visitors from time to time may
see her walking the boardwalk,
talking to guests, or just
sitting down by the water’s
edge enjoying the beautiful
view.”
The FKWBC has had a
checkered history. For years,
it struggled as a not-forprofit entity relying
completely on charitable
donations for its survival.
With the passage of time,
proprietor Laura Quinn, a
pioneer in the field of wild
bird rehabilitation, had to
resort more and more often to
increasing her indebtedness on
the property. Last November,
the situation had reached a
critical stage when it became
obvious that the bird center

could no longer make ends
meet. An urgent appeal for
financial assistance,
fueled by local
newspaper
publicity,
resulted in a
substantial
inflow of
donations
that
enabled
the bird
center to
pay all its
creditors, bring
its accounts payable
up to date, and halt the
erosion of confidence that had
begun to set in.
That was only the
beginning. The bird center’s
board of directors was
reconstituted and new
management policies and
procedures were implemented.
Two highly qualified and
experienced bird
rehabilitators were hired and
nearby facilities that were
needed to operate were
leased. New crews were hired
to feed the birds and ensure
compliance with all pertinent
federal and state regulations.
Cleanliness, sanitary conditions
and visitor safety improved
considerably and the number
of birds released after
rehabilitation and returned to
their natural habitat increased
to 62 percent. Computers and
software were upgraded and a
website, www.fkwbc.org, was
developed to market the
center. Neighborhood
outreach programs to help
rebuild reputation and
awareness were undertaken
along with several fundraising
events. One night’s ticket
proceeds from the Miami
Acting Company’s production
of the musical comedy, “The

Producers,” were donated to
the center at the new Murray
E. Nelson Government &
Cultural Center in
Key Largo.
Before and
after the
show, a
silent
auction
was
conducted
to benefit
the center.
The new
board, with the
addition of several
new members, is now
focusing on future plans to
rebuild, restore and modernize
the facility. The Gintel Family
contribution to purchase the
bird center and give it to the

community encouraged the
Ocean Reef Foundation to
seek a matching $750,000gift from its supporters in
order to help the bird center
achieve its future goals and
objectives. So far the
foundation has raised
approximately $100,000. Make
donations directly on the
center’s website,
www.fkwbc.org, or send a
check to the Ocean Reef
Foundation, 200 Anchor Drive,
Suite B, Key Largo, FL 33037.
The Florida Keys Wild
Bird Center, located at mile
marker 93.6 on the bayside,
is open daily from sunrise
to sunset.
For more information,
please call 305-852-4486.

To Rise Above
Achieving a High Vibration

We reach a high vibrational
level when we are whole,
healthy, and fulfilling our
potential.
All matter is made up of
energy, and that energy is in
motion continually. Everything
in the universe, from the
smallest molecules to the most
complex living beings, has an
optimal rate of vibration to
keep it healthy. We reach this
high vibrational level when we
are whole, healthy, and
fulfilling our potential. Human
beings are able to consciously
control these vibrations within
themselves using a variety of
techniques. We know when we
have reached a high
vibrational state because we
feel good and can sense that
we are aligned with all that is.
We find we are capable of
healing and have good intuition
and perception that are a
result of our resonating closer
and closer to our ideal
frequencies.
Thoughts, emotions,
intentions, choices, and actions
contribute to our vibrational
state, as do the environments
we inhabit. Affirmative
activities that leave us feeling
joyous, appreciative, loving,
and peaceful raise our
vibration. Constructive,
creative, and expansive
thoughts do the
same. When we
cultivate habits that
contribute to our
physical health and
strength, our vibration is
likewise raised. Certain
mantra meditations, breathing
exercises, and chants are
designed to increase

vibration. But simply practicing
gratitude and forgiveness,
surrounding ourselves with
loving high-vibration people,
eating whole foods, and
spending time in nature can
also help us transcend our
current vibrational limitations.
When your desire for
change is strong enough, you
will find yourself gravitating
toward what can help you
achieve and maintain a high
vibrational state. A positive
outlook will then become the
most important tool you
possess, and this outlook will
sustain you when the path
leading toward transformation
is wide and winding. As you
evolve, your vibrational
frequency will also evolve,
aiding you in the creation of an
even higher reality.
Consciously and unconsciously,
you will attract auspicious
circumstances and positive
people that will help you
continue exploring the scope
of your higher self until you
move beyond the earthly plane.

Reprinted from DailyOM - Inspirational thoughts for a happy,
healthy and fulfilling day. Register for free at
www.dailyom.com.
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Scouts Hike in New Mexico

Diagnosis: Keys Disease
If your bridal outfit includes coordinating flipflops and sunglasses...
you might have Keys Disease.
If all your clothes have either writing or flowers or fish on them... you
might have Keys Disease.
If you bought your prescription sunglasses at the Salvation Army and
they’re “close enough”... you might have Keys Disease.
If you need to find your one and only pair of socks to get ready to go
north... you might have Keys Disease.
If you think anything under 75 degrees is chilly... you might have Keys
Disease.

Pictured from left: Daniel Michael, Lars Vihlen, Dr. Brian Magrane, Sam
Gonzalez, Mr. Dave Rowland, Kieran Magrane, Mr. Bob Michael, D.J.
Rowland, Connor Bell, David Bogue, Jonathan Bogue, Mr. Roy Bogue.

This summer a "Crew" of Boy Scouts from the Keys went to
Philmont Ranch in New Mexico. After biking down Pike's Peak and
White water Rafting Echo Canyon they spent 10 days hiking 56 miles
through Philmont High Adventure Scout Ranch.
At spots along the trail they did shotgun and rifle shooting,
burro racing, black smithing, rock climbing and rappelling. They saw
the only T.Rex foot print in the world, viewed petroglyphs, visited a
mine and an old hunting lodge. They participated in a "Conservation
work project" and did some archaeological digging.

If you do all your holiday gift shopping at Publix... you might have
Keys Disease.
If you know a boat is a necessity, not a
luxury... you might have Keys Disease.
If your favorite time of year is “end of
season”... you might have Keys
Disease.
If you have a drawer full of bathing
suits, and just one sweatshirt... you
might have Keys Disease.
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Artist of the Month

Todd Milligan

Keys Drunknapping
Mystery

Hunk of the Month

Reef Multimedia

There many kinds of art,
paintings, sculpture, music
and photography, just to
name a few, but there are
few that can bring tears to
your eyes like a professional
video of a memorial service,
celebration of life, a wedding
or special event.

This is the kind of thing
that seems to only happen in
the Florida Keys. My friend
Lisa's 23-year-old son Mitch
from Wisconsin was visiting
her recently. Lisa is a
bartender at Pontune's Tiki
Bar and she lives on a
houseboat on the hook in the
anchorage. She also owns
another boat, the AustinTyler, moored there which
Mitch was staying on during
his visit.
Around midnight, after
Lisa finished her shift she
went home but Mitch decided
the night was young and took
off for the Caribbean Club in
the dingy. After a few phone
calls to mom he was able to
locate the Crib from the
shoreline. Lisa waited up and
became alarmed when she
couldn't reach Mitch a couple
hours later. Not knowing her
son’s cell battery had died,
she called a friend for help

an assistant cameraman and
sound recording tech and also
worked as a consumer
electronics specialist in
Silicon Valley before making
his way to the Florida Keys
about 10 years ago. With the
infusion of high-definition
TV, high-definition YouTube,

Jeff Shields
All Brand Appliances
Shirts by T-Toons.

We’ll Produce Your Custom Video On:

Todd Milligan, advertising
consultant for the Ocean
Reef Press, has been doing
just this for over 30 years.
It all started when he was in
high school and produced a
music video based on the
Kent State shootings of May
4, 1970. The track was "Ohio"
by Crosby Stills Nash &
Young; "4 dead in Ohio" from
the album 4 Way Street.
After graduation Milligan
attended Ithaca College in
upstate New York and
Columbia College in Chicago as
he pursued a career in film
production. His interests took
him to Northern California
where gained experience as

Blu-Ray Discs and DVDs he
had to scratch the itch and
bought a bunch of top-notch
production gear. He began
shooting, editing and
producing as a "second gig".
His newspaper job at
Ocean Reef exposed him to
the best of community
entertainment and charity
events. It was a chance to
spread the word creatively in
"moving pictures". With the
help of friends he went on to
shoot fundraisers and special
events such as the Florida
Keys Children's Shelter
Project Inspiration with
Wyland and Lisa Lansden,
Continued on page 19...

Recent HD
Productions Include:
Michael Trixx,
Case & Davidson,
Stu Apte, Florida Keys
Children’s Shelter
with Wyland,
Island Dolphin Care
& JK Project

We Shoot Professional HD Video
for Websites & More!
AFFORDABLE LOCALS PRICING!
For More Information

305-744-3933

Music
i
Demo ans
DVDs

info@ReefMultiMedia.com

Sharkeys: 305.453.0999 • MM 100 Oceanside, next to Marina Del Mar
Turn East at Holiday Inn - 522 Caribbean Dr. • www.sharkeysgalley.com

and the two of them took off
for the Crib by boat. There
they found the dingy tied up
to the dock and what looked
to be a passed out Mitch
aboard, so they towed the
dingy back and tied it up to
the Austin-Tyler and went
home. They figured that
Mitch would wake up
eventually and climb aboard.
The next day she noticed
the dingy was gone from the
Austin-Tyler and assumed
that all was fine. Later that
day she heard from Mitch. He
said he went to leave the
Caribbean Club and the dingy
was missing so he took a cab
back to Pontune's and slept
on the dock. The person that
Lisa towed was not her son
and was nowhere to be found
but the dingy was left at the
dock!
Now Lisa is left wondering
and would love to know whom
it was that she drunknapped.
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Coconut Conch Characters of the Month

ing live radi
ys work hard to br
These handsome gu
.
Fish House Encore

o to you from the

ado Springs
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with John Petrow.

Congratulations Cassi
e

on your graduation!
Grandpa Bill
is very proud.

Ashley presents th
e co

ldest beer in town
at the recently
opened D-Hooker
s.

Welcome to
Coconut's,
Murray!

Walter, Brigette
and Doug Prew
at the Fish
House Encore
.
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Adopt a Key Largo Animal Shelter Pet
Meet a few of the animals who are currently available for adoption at the Key Largo Animal Shelter. If you are interested in taking one of these
adorable furry friends home stop by or call. The Shelter is located at mile marker 106 Oceanside; phone 305-451-0088.

Bella

Lady Ga Ga
Rocky

Duke

A Goodbye to
Man’s Best Friend

Sabrina

Quicksilver

Misha

Bradley

Jade

Tom & Jerry

"Bear" the loveable sea dog went to the great marina in
the sky July 3 after 15 wonderful years of life. She is
truly missed by all of her friends in Key Largo.

Todd Milligan
Peterson's Poker Run and the
live performances of JK
Project, Michael Trixx and
Case and Davidson.
Milligan credits Billy
Davidson with helping him
develop a live high-definition
video and audio recording
technique which rivals that of
musicians recording in a
studio. He now records CD
quality audio with high
definition video at a live
performance with two or
three cameras that passes
the "Billy Davidson Test"! Not
only can you see their nose
hairs, but you can hear the
frets on the guitar.
In addition to the live
...continued from page 14

performances and events
they are now doing highdefinition videos for websites
and most recently completed
a promo for Hall of Fame
Angler Stu Apte.
Their latest amazing piece
of video equipment is the
same as what NBC used in the
Winter Olympics, hailed by
Lucas Film for opening new
doors for creativity in film
making. This "secret" piece of
gear will make its debut in
their upcoming tarpon shoot
for a local fishing guide...
you'll just have to wait to see
what it does to the finished
footage on their website
www.ReefMultiMedia.com in
about 30 days, weather and
fish permitting.

Business in the Keys
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Sounds of the Keys

Tom Jones at Gilber

t's!

James Brown at Gi
lber

t's.

You always enjoy the live music
at Pontune's Tiki Bar.

Did you know the
Coconut telegraph can
be found at over
100 locations

ADVERTISE YOUR BUSINESS HERE!
rtains at Coconuts.
Michael Holler ente

Gi Gi Denisco ente
rtained July 4th at
the

VFW.

Call 305-304-2837
TheCoconutTelegraph@yahoo.com
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Dear Anny Bannanny
Dear Anny Bannanny,
Here are some things that get my goat! Dried up
old hags that have more miles on them than US 1
looking for a sugar daddy and sex for money or a free
place to live. Ugh! Shouldn't there be an age limit on
this? Violent criminals, arsonists and crack heads in
the same room as me. They need a Plantation Key
vacation! People that turn in the American Legion to
the county and then say they didn't when their
signature is on the documents. Barf! Seafood that
isn't fresh and smells like it. Political wannabes that
put down Key Largo saying "it is not part of the
Keys", with little or no experience and have the nerve
to challenge our respected
incumbents! And, I don't like
you either banana face!
Yours truly,
Goatless
Dear Goatless,
Everyone is
entitled to their opinion.
Especially when they care
enough and are intelligent
enough to write. Glad you took
the smart way to get things off your
chest. There is nothing worse than being bothered by
a dumb drunken jerk in public. Don't criticize
something you know nothing about! Anny Bannanny
has four years experience writing this advice column
and if you don't like it stick it up your onomatopoeic
bleatin' goat butt!
Sincerely,
Anny Bannanny

Sharkeys: 305.453.0999 • MM 100 Oceanside, next to Marina Del Mar
Turn East at Holiday Inn - 522 Caribbean Dr. • www.sharkeysgalley.com

Phlorida Keys Phobias
• Fear of stinky people - Autodysomophobia
• Fear of the ocean or sea - Thalassophobia
• Strangers or foreigners - Xenophobia
• Sun or sunlight - Heliophobia
• Sunshine or daylight - Phengophobia
• Hurricanes - Lilapsophobia
• Women - Gynophobia
• Long words - Hippopotomonstrosquipedaliophobia
• Alcohol - Potophobia
• Bridges - Gephyrophobia
• Fear of cold - Frigophobia
• Drinking - Dipsophobia
• Drugs - Pharmacophobia
• Trailer Fires - Arsonphobia
• Fear of hearing good news - Euphobia
• Fear of becoming homosexual - Homophobia
• Insanity - Maniaphobia
• Music - Melophobia
• Marriage - Gamophobia
• Sex - Genophobia
• Shellfish - Ostraconophobia
• Fear of slime - Myxophobia
• Time or clocks - Chronophobia
• Getting wrinkles -Rhytipobia
• Writing - Graphophobia
• Fear of crack heads - Pipeaphobia•
• Wrinkled old prostitutes - Hagaslutaphobia•
• Toothless people - Gumaphobia•
• Fear of newspapers - Coconuttelegraphaphobia•
• Fear of oil in the ocean - BParedicksaphobia•

* We made these ones up.

A Man Went to a Psychiatrist
for His Phobia.

"Doc," he said, "I've got trouble. Every time I get into bed,
I think there's somebody under it. I get under the bed, I think
there's somebody on top of it. Top, under, top, under. You gotta
help me, I'm going crazy!"
"Just put yourself in my hands for two years," said the
shrink, "Come to me three times a week, and I'll cure your
fears."
"How much do you charge?"
"A hundred dollars per visit."
"I'll sleep on it," said the man.
Six months later the doctor met the man on the street.
"Why didn't you ever come to see me again?" asked the
psychiatrist.
"For a hundred buck's a visit? A bartender cured me for ten
dollars."
"Is that so! How?"
"He told me to cut the legs off the bed!"
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